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We shall consider the stability of motion described by a system of differen- 
tial equations of perturbed motion of the form 

% * = yi + x,*, yi’ = y,*, 

Here Xs*, Fl*, i,* are holomorphic functions which contain no terms of 
lower than the second order in xx,..,, r.; P1,S..t P.; CL,..-, t. . 
All the roots of Equation (pIk- 6rrk 1 = 0 have negative real parts different 
from zero. 

Paper Cl) contains a discussion of a system of the form (0.1) under the 
condltlon 

y,* = ; aikyka-j- 2 p,, (51. 
k=l k=l 

. . -9 2;,)Y,+ QiG . . .> 5,) + 5 f&'i,(G . . ., xm) f 
a=1 

$_&h.. . , zm; Yl. . . .,Ymi 't, -.. ,i&, w-? 

zg*= i: C,OS,@h . . . ?z,fi-R,'(%,...,",; YIP..., ym; t;l,...,fn) 
a=1 

where a,, are constants;' (Piat (JJ,, are holomorphlc fun&ions which vanish 
for xx- . . . = .rr- 0 ; P,, are linear 8nd G1 are quadratic forme in fl,... 
.**, are holomorphic f%nctions in x * hr.*-* ’ 
c 1, ..!:‘C ‘%ik containno terms of lower than td'%d%der in thek'vari- 
ablea. Ifi paper [l] an attempt la made to prove the lnstabllit 
turbed motion with values of Y,*, Z,* T 

of unper- 
which eatlefy condition 0.2). 

Despite the highly specific form of the functions Y* Z,* considered in 
cl], the function Y proposed by its authors is not a h' et8ev function 
unless additional conditions are Imposed on In fact, the 
expression for s (Cl], (2.8)) contains, for ~&I$~, %*auma 

which Include terma of the form 9 6i, Vixiyi9 I;s$(~~, pi9 vi> 3. It IS clear 
that In the presence of such terms the derivative dV/dt can take on values 
with either sign when V > 0 . Hence, in Wooslng the function V In 
accordance with (2.5) 3.n cl], the following additional conditions on the 
functions Y,* 8nd Z,* must be Imposed: 
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1) bor y,=.. .= y, = 5, = . . . Yzzz 5, = 0, all Yi* 55 0, z,* Es 0. 

2) None of the quantltles R, and Rf contain terms of -lower than the 
second order in yl... ye , Cl... C. . 

1, Let us Investigate system (0.1) assuming that X,* , Z,* vsnlsh for 

%t; ~SY~5c~Fo~i;m~,l~e~ed 
This assumption does not~restrlct the gen- 
ln (13. We transform system (0.1), setting 

5, = 2, + % (%I - - - t zm; Y,, . * - , Y,) b=l,...,n) fl.1) 

where u, bl, * - * ,z,; dtl9 - * *, y,) 8x-e the roots of Equations 

PSIUl + . . . + psnun + Z,%l, * . . I zm; Y1r * * * I Ym; UlT . - * I u-1 = 0 

As a result we have 0l . . 
2{’ = Yl + xi, yi’ = ‘i, ‘#‘= 2: Psk zk + z, 

k=l 

Here x,, 
and 

U, are the values of the functions xs*, F,* for C,- a,+ u, , 

2, = z,+ (Zl, . - ’ , zm; Yr, . . . , ym; 21 + Ul, . . *, 2, + a_) - 

k=l 

We note that (a) the functions X,= 0 for y,=...= v,- tI-...- 8.9 0 ; 
(b) the funotlons Y, and .T* vanish identically for f =...I y.= 0 , 
2'1'... = 8.r 0 provided all the functions ?,+ vanish hentlcally for 
-..*- y,' ~1-**~- L.9 0 ; (c) the fun&ions z, do not contain terms with 

P"j_st powers of u,,..., y, for s 
for Y,=...= Y.= <,=...a t,-- 0 ank='i: 

= x,= 0 provided all the Y* vanish 
do not oontain terms with &at 

powers of ul , . . ., y. for a1 =. . .- *.J 0 . 

Let u6 suppore that Y,u 0 (t 
and, ln addition, that for I~=. ..= s,= 0 
linear terms in Us,.,., y, , 
unstable. 

We take the Chetaev function ln the form 

v = 5 %Yi -I- i zdes(xl, . . . , 4 + w (21, . . . , z,) (1.4) 
i=l s=1 

Here W(q,..., a.) Is a negative definite quadratic form which satlafies 
Equation 

and 6, are holomorphlo funotlons OS xl,..., Z. which vanish for x1-. ..- 
= x.- 0 and satisfy Equations 

fj X;F~k~%$I(P~k+Qsk)=O (k=l, ._.,n) 
i=l 

C9Yi i az, 
Fik=aZ, ’ z=g=o Qslr-azk __ 

t--y--o 

With the funatlons 6,, chosen ln this way and by virtue of the structure 
OS the right-hand sides OS the system (X.2), the derlvatlve V' can be wrlt- 

Here the fUlICtlOII8 vik, qj,, fij vadeh SC%' 

z~=*..=iT~=yl=...=y,=zl=...=z,=O 
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Let us consider the domain V 5 0 . It Is clear that in this domain the 
derivative !P Is a positive quantity and vanishes only ;;n;e boundary of 
the domain V > 0 
turbed motion Is I&S!%?: [s):" l = ‘mm z1 

=...- A‘,= 0 . , the unper- 

Note It is easy to show that in the case of motion just analysert, 
xi- ci (t - i,..., ml, = 2x-..,= 2.’ 0 
sufficiently small val.uei'Lr'G KLstants ci . 

are also unstable for 

2. Let us consider the cast where Y, # 0 for &a...= yn= -?I=...= z,=O. 
Let us suppose that the functions v for rl =...= t,= 0 do not contain 
linear terms in pI,,.., gl. Ir_ system (l-2', let (7.1) 

11 

z,= 2 z6qo(x1’ ‘ * .,x,1 + R,'(Xl, . ‘ ., xm; y1, . .*,y,; 21, *.*,zJ i=ls*-vm 

Is=1 ( s=1, .,. ,n ) 

Here a,,, gtt are constants; fikr%a~%o are holomorphic functions of 

X1,...* Jc. which vanish for x1=...= x,= 0 ; P,, are linear and O1 are 
quadratic forms in z~,..., z, ; RR, are holomorphic functions of x1,...,.?.; 

which do not contain terms of lower than the third 
dY'%&io2in -t$&*&&bles and do not include terms of lower than the 
second order in ?A,..*, I/m ; Zl,..., a, ; A.’ are holomorphic functions of 
Xl,..., x. ; Y,,..., Y. ; al,***, 2, which vanish for xk= Yk= z,= 0 and 
do not contain terms with first powers of I~,..., t, for gv,= . . . = y. . 

We note that if for zI=.,.= z,,= 0 the functions Y, contain, for example 
terms in ‘ik then for z =...= an= 0 
terms who&?o$der relatlvelto 

the functions 2, can contain similar 
35, Is higher by at least one. This property 

of the functions Z. follows from Equations (1.3) 

We shall show that unperturbed motion is unstable if: 

a) the nonlinear functions Y,, x0 satisfy conditions (2.1); 

b) in each column of the matrix 

the smallest numbers risL (k = 1, . . ., m) are even and the corresponding quan- 
titles gck have same sign. 

Let us take a Liapunov function V of the form [l] 

tions n 
are functions of the variables x1,..., X. which satisfy Equa- 

Sz(PSS -+ %,) 9kS+ 1' + (Tgik -sI % j %]%o =o (;z:;;;:,‘z) 

The linear and quadratic forms U,,, W, of the variables a,,..., I,, can 
be determined from Equations 
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Functions [/ of the form (2.3) satisfy Llapunov's theorem on instability 
r33. Hence, the unperturbed motion is unstable. 

The unperturbed motion Is also unstable if: 

a) the nonlinear functions YI, 2, satisfy conditions (2.1); 

b) the diagonal elements r,.* of the matrix (2.2) are odd and smaller 
than the elements of the corresponding column, and if, moreover, the quan- 
tities gk* ' Q . 

In this case the Liapunov function I/ can be taken In the form 

(2.4) 

Here 4,. are functions of Xl,..., xm which satisfy Equations 

The linear and quadratic forms U,,W can be determined from Equations 

n n ..,m 

Functions V of the form (2.4) satisfy Liapunov's theorem on Instability 
c31. The unperturbed motion is therefore unstable. 
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